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 pdf reader Download ebook. It will be the same. All the classic French pastries made accessible for .pdf reader Free download
ebook Patisserie: Mastering the Fundamentals of French Pastry Here is a link to the Patisserie e-book by Christophe Felder. The

e-book includes all the classic French pastries made accessible for free Download ebook PDF. Download Best Book in PDF,
ePub, Mobi and Kindle Format. The classic recipes, flours, ingredients, techniques and tips to create scrumptious sweet and

savory desserts and confections. From pastries to pies and tarts, from chocolate éclairs to chocolate soufflés, e-book Download
Patisserie: Mastering the Fundamentals of French Pastry will help you master the fundamentals of French pastries.Q:

Appending to a dictionary to find the nearest price I am trying to find the nearest price for this list. I'm having trouble figuring
out how to append the nearest value to the dictionary (so that if a duplicate key is found, the previous value will remain).

price_dict = {'ppr':0, 'gppr':0, 'rfpr':0, 'dfpr':0, 'edfpr':0} stock = ['fsrf', 'gdfg', 'dgfdg', 'ff', 'aa', 'gfgfg'] def find_closest(stock,
price_dict): return min(price_dict.items(), key = lambda d: abs(d[1] - stock[0]))[0][0] print(find_closest(stock, price_dict)) A:

If you're looking for the lowest close for each item, you can use a list comprehension like this: from collections import
defaultdict price_dict = defaultdict(float) for stock, price in zip(stock, price_dict.values()): price_dict[stock] = abs(price -

stock) print(min(price_dict.items(), key=lambda d: d[1])) There are two ways to define price_dict. The first stores the price as a
float. The second stores the value in the dictionary. Either way you can retrieve the closest to the desired price with the above.
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